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Open access to research 

via Wikipedia
• Link from reference in Wikipedia to 

open access version in a repository.

• Access to full-text for the reader. 

• Increased visibility of the work. 

• More citations.

• Broader societal impacts?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Open_access

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Open_access


• Organisational hierarchy 

• Streets and buildings

• Consortia memberships

• 5,134 alumni

• 1,413 employees

• 26,500 articles

• 4,421 theses

The University of Leeds 

in Wikidata

https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-todo/tree.html?q=503424&rp=361&method=d3

https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-todo/tree.html?q=503424&rp=361&method=d3


Identifying authors

http://tinyurl.com/ycjn3fzy

Properties

P31 - Instance of P21 - Gender

P735 - Given name P734 - Surname

P106 - Occupation P108 - Employer

P1416 - Affiliation P856 - Official URL

P496 - ORCiD P1153 - Scopus author ID

P2038 - ResearchGate ID P1960 - Google Scholar ID

Existing items Create new items

Wikipedia articles Replace author name string

Harvested from ORCiD ORCiDator & SourceMD

Imported in dataset APIs

Reconcilation Scrape/extract data

http://tinyurl.com/ycjn3fzy


Sources



Editing Wikidata

https://tools.wmflabs.org/sourcemd/

http://openrefine.org/

https://tools.wmflabs.org/sourcemd/
http://openrefine.org/


Next steps
• Add main subject to 

articles
• NER

• Create missing authors
• Extract affiliation 

from article
• Documentation of 

workflow 
• Analyse data

• Insights
• Comparison with 

other databases
• Develop a Wikidata/LOD 

bibliometrics use case for 
universities  



• How does what you’re doing map to WikiCite’s past, present, future?

Creating a Wikidata item for each author, adding their affiliation and

attaching identifiers such as ORCiDs helps us to move beyond the

flat, author name string that is the standard in bibliographic citations.

This task will become more challenging if we continue to create

author items without adding employer or affiliation statements.

• What would help you be more integrated with other WikiCite activities?

It would be useful to identify how different activities and separate

pieces of work overlap. This would help us to develop more

systematic approaches to a huge task and avoid duplication of effort.

Thank you!

Any Questions?


